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Abstract Nowadays, information is provided through diverse network channels and, above
all, its diffusion occurs in an always faster and pervasive manner. Social Media (SM) plays
a crucial role in distributing, in an uncontrolled way, news, opinions, media contents and so
on, and can basically contribute to spread information that sometimes are untrue and misleading. An integrated assessment of the trustworthiness of the information that is delivered
is claimed from different sides: the Secure! project strictly fits in such a context. The project
has been studying and developing a service oriented infrastructure which, by resorting at
diverse technological tools based on image forensics, source reputation analysis, Twitter
message trend analysis, web source retrieval and crawling, and so on, provides an integrated
event assessment especially regarding crisis management. The aim of this paper is to present
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an interesting case-study which demonstrates the potentiality of the developed system to
achieve a new integrated knowledge.
Keywords Complex event processing · Crisis management · Image forensics ·
Trend analysis · Social media · Logo recognition

1 Introduction
The integration of information retrieved from mobile devices, social media and several type
of sensors, suggests to exploit the online analysis of a large amount of data allowing to
detect and identify dangerous events. Such online approach enables the detection of critical situations as soon as they happen, so that a corresponding reaction can be successfully
performed. Many application domains can benefit from this kind of analysis such as surveillance and protection of critical infrastructures and areas, for example: train stations, airports,
public squares, world heritage protected areas in some cities of art and so on. The process,
starting from the data extraction, leads to the detection of the situation in progress. It introduces several challenges: (i) first of all, it should be highly efficient in order to handle a
huge amount of data and detect the situation in progress before it is too late to perform the
reaction successfully; (ii) it should be also tolerant to different types of noise, meaning that
the process should acknowledge only trusted information from trusted sources, otherwise
it could lead to wrong scenario definitions and consequently wrong decisions; and (iii) it
should be sufficiently reliable to trust the logged events, including architecture resilience
and trustworthy data collection. Complex Event Processing (CEP) [10, 13] systems are
widely applied to manage streams of data, in different fields and applications, as business
process management, financial services, and also security monitoring, especially for complex, large scale systems where large amounts of information is generated. The Secure!
Project 1 exactly locates in such an application scenario. The project has studied and developed a service oriented infrastructure which, by resorting at diverse technological tools
based on image forensics, source reputation analysis, Twitter message trend analysis, web
source retrieval and crawling, and so on, provides an integrated event assessment especially
regarding crisis management. This paper presents a case-study in which the Secure! Framework has been used to detect critical situation, by managing input data from multimodal
sources and providing decision support to the human operators. The rest of the paper is
organized as follows: Section 2 introduces some related works while Section 3 presents the
Secure! Framework logical architecture. Section 4 briefly describes the layers and modules
involved in the presented case-study which is instead detailed within Section 6; Section 5
has been dedicated to explain how integration among different modules happens and, finally,
in Section 7 conclusions are drawn.

2 Related works
This paper, as already claimed in the Introduction, presents a case-study in which a framework for online trustworthiness verification of social media content and event assessment is
practically applied in a real-world scenario. Compared to similar works in terms of approach
1 Secure!

project, http://secure.eng.it/
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[6, 8, 12, 19], the paper aims at highlighting several practical complexities in detecting
the situation in progress to perform an event assessment on aggregated information. Some
works have been done in the past in terms of research papers or international projects to
collect, process, and aggregate big streams of social media data and multimedia to discover trends, events, influencers and interesting media contents through the web [6]. Some
approaches, in the area of journalism, have been proposed so far but they are mostly still in
development; sometimes only some modules of the entire projects are available and often
they are not freely available. For example, Verily [20] is a web application designed for
the crowd-source verification of information during humanitarian disasters, but it is still in
early experimental phase, though it seems to implement a promising approach. Furthermore
the crowdsourcing approach based on the ”‘wisdom of the crowd”’, sometimes, is not fully
reliable. Instead, it is better to rank evidence from existing information (from Twitter for
example) according to the most trusted and credible sources. This is done, for example, in
the project Reveal. The objective of the project is to create a trust and credible model able
to real-time process evidences by automating news verification steps usually performed by
humans and helping the cross-checking tasks. In particular, some works are done on text
analysis, extracting and processing fake and genuine claims from tweets referencing suspicious images and videos [19]. Another EU project interested in model, identify, and verify
claims through the web is PHEME [7, 24]. In particular, the main task of the project is to
identify four types of information (speculation, controversy, misinformation and disinformation) and then to model the spread of such information across social networks and online
media to capture human behavior.

3 The Secure! framework
The Secure! Framework is an integrated ICT framework for enabling crisis and emergency
management services. It exploits a process of information retrieval and extraction from several type of heterogeneous and distributed sources, ranging from sensors deployed in the
area of interest to web and social networks, in order to detect critical situations and perform
the corresponding reaction to eliminate or mitigate the negative effects. The Secure! Framework is able to detect critical situations by analyzing events generated from several kinds of
analysis over the collected multimedia web resources (i.e. text, images, videos, etc.) and by
correlating them with events from other sources (e.g. putting the human-in-the-loop through
mobile crowdsensing and crowdsourcing apps) and historical data. For example, a dangerous urban demonstration can be recognized and located correlating data from social network
analysis and video analysis. Indeed, the coexistence of a crowd in a precise place (detected
by social network analysis and sensor networks deployed in the area) showing a particular
symbol (logo) belonging to a dangerous radical group (detected by image/video analysis)
could allow the Secure! Framework to recognize and locate a dangerous demonstration in
progress. The architectural solution adopted for the Secure! Framework is based on the
most suitable standard for Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). The logical architecture is
depicted in Fig. 1.
The architecture is divided into four distinct levels each of which comprises logical components and services. Input data come from the following sources: social media, web sites,
mobile devices, sensor networks in critical infrastructures or areas, etc.; starting from the
bottom level in the diagram, data are received, collected, homogenized, information are
extracted and events are generated, correlated and aggregated in order to produce the Secure!
Situation. These levels are the following: (i) Source Data Collector and Media Integration,
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Fig. 1 The Secure! framework

which collects heterogeneous data from multimodal sources connected to the system and
executes the information extraction of collected data providing relevant data; (ii) Event
Extraction and Integration, which generates events processing relevant data in input (iii)
Situation Extraction and Awareness, which processes online events and historical data in
order to get the situation awareness and organize the proper reaction; (iv) Secure! Apps and
Services, which represents the interface between the Secure! Framework and the Secure!
users such as virtual room operators, persons equipped of mobile devices with the Secure!
Application installed or operators on the field equipped with ad-hoc, safety-critical devices
for the situation management. There are also two cross-layers modules for Security, Privacy
and Trust Management and for Dependability.

4 Modules involved within the case-study
This section synthetically introduces some of the modules of the Secure! framework that are
significantly involved in the case-study presented in this paper.

4.1 The event extraction and integration layer
The Event Extraction and Integration layer (Fig. 1: second layer from the bottom) reconstructs the Secure! events starting from the relevant data obtained from the underlying
Source Data Collector and Media Integration layer. First of all, it is responsible for
receiving the various types of resources (audio, text, images, videos, measurements, etc.)
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extracted from different information sources, integrated into the framework and preprocessed through data cleaning and filtering operations. Then each data is processed by one
or more processing blocks on the basis of the kind of resource (two of them specific for text
and images will be described in the following subsections). Each of these blocks contains a
set of tools that can extract information in terms of features and micro-events. Then these
information serves as input to the Situation Awareness Extraction layer where the aggregation and the correlation of the micro-events will be performed (for a detailed definition of
terms related to events see Appendix).

4.1.1 Trend detection component
The aim of the Trend Detection component which belongs to Social Network Analysis block,
is to analyze textual relevant data in order to discover pattern (trend) in the information
flow and to identify users who contribute to the propagation of these trends [2, 15]. To
this end, text resources are processed by extracting words or phrases (word combinations)
that undergo a sudden increase in popularity (bursty keywords) [18], . For example, by
analyzing the trend on Twitter it is possible to find out a seismic event after few seconds
of its manifestation [21]. If the average frequency of a word, within a time window, is
increased, the word is a possible trend; the z-score (standard score) is used to perform the
calculation of the number of standard deviations an observation is above a certain mean:
z(keyword) = (f reqcurrent − averagehistoric )/σ

(1)

In particular, the module deals with the identification of trends in textual data provided by
Twitter; then the trends are grouped in critical topics through a clustering and finally identifies authors who potentially are organizing, discussing or reporting an interesting event.
The module returns a list of emerging trends and the communities (group of users) related
to the identified topics.

4.1.2 Logo detection component
This component which belongs to the Image Processing block implements a system for
automatic recognition of logos and symbols in digital images. Since logos in real images
are often occluded by people (i.e. a crowd in a demonstration) or other obstacles, in order to
obtain a technique sufficiently robust to partial occlusions and deformations, SIFT descriptors of salient points of an image are used [16]. In particular, the logo Lj is represented by
the Nj SIFT feature points (keypoints) detected in the logo image. Detection and retrieval
of the logo is performed by comparing the stored local features with those detected within
the test image Ii through a matching procedure: a set of matched keypoints Mi is obtained.
After that, the localization of the logo in the image is performed by clustering the SIFT
matched keypoints selected in the previous step, through the use of a refinement procedure
(RANSAC algorithm [11]) that discards outliers points.

4.1.3 Event processing and management component
The Event Processing and Management (EPM) component has been designed relying on the
Complex Event Processing (CEP) technology [9]. CEP consists of the processing of events
generated by the combination of data from multiple sources and aggregated for representing
situations or part of them. CEP allows an efficient management of the pattern detection
process in the huge and dynamic data streams and it is very suitable for recognizing and
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correlating events online reducing redundancy, computational complexity and uncertainty.
The EPM component recognizes micro-events, classifies them depending on the established
event taxonomy1 and produces complex-events through information fusion process.

4.2 The situation extraction and awareness layer
Information fusion is intended as the process of merging information from heterogeneous
sources with differing conceptual, contextual and typographical representations, reducing
redundancy and uncertainty. In Secure!, information fusion is one of the enabling process
with which situational awareness is achieved through a sequence of operations on events.
As soon as the complex-events are produced, they have to be analyzed for checking their
information coherence. For this purpose the EPM component interacts with the Trust Management component (see Section 4.3) that is able to detect anomalies in the produced
complex-events analyzing the spatial localization of the aggregated micro-events exploiting
statistical analysis techniques. Finally, complex-events are sent to the Situation Extraction
and Awareness layer of the framework for building the overall Secure! situation used by the
decision makers (i.e. operators and domain experts). The Secure! situation is built starting
from the relevant correlated events at the Situation Extraction and Awareness level. Secure!
operators and domain experts can explore the automatically detected and correlated events
by the system and manually interrelate them with other relevant related events. In this way,
a semi-automatic event correlation is achieved exploiting the synergy between the machine
and the human cognitive abilities.

4.3 Security privacy trust management module
The Security Privacy Trust Management module is a cross-layer entity of the Secure!
Framework. In particular, the Trust Management module is active in the following layers:
Source Data Collector and Media Integration and Situation Extraction and Awareness. The
task of the Trust Management module is to avoid that unreliable data and fake information are input into the system, in order to avert the generation of false negatives and false
positives Secure! situations. Two main blocks has been designed and implemented for the
study of the information accuracy: i) a module to calculate the reputation of the sources
(Source Credibility Evaluator) and ii) a module that assess the credibility of information
(Resource Credibility Evaluator). In literature, a well-known mechanism for the calculation
of the reputation of a source is the Beta model [14, 22] while the computation of credibility of relevant data is made by discriminating among text, images and videos. For the text,
the Resource Credibility Evaluator is based on a well-known decision technique, adopted in
many disciplines (from economics to social sciences to computer engineering), called Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [17]; while for images and videos, the Resource Credibility
Evaluator resorts at Image Forensic techniques [23] and will be described hereafter.

4.3.1 Resource credibility evaluator for images/videos
The component Resource Credibility Evaluator performs an image forensic analysis on digital images (videos) to establish whether these documents are authentic or they have been
generated through juxtapositions, retouching, and so on, to alter the meaning of the represented content. Cancellation of a person, replication of an object, juxtaposition of two
subjects belonging to two separate contexts are just some immediate examples. The image
analysis is performed by resorting at different image forensic tools: each of them is in
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charge of looking for diverse kinds of forensics attacks. For instance, the technique which
checks for copy-move modifications implements a technique proposed within [3, 4]. Such
a method has been chosen because it represents a state of the art instrument in image forensics literature; actually this method has been recently adopted also to detect splicing attack
[5]. However, due to the modularity of the Secure! platform, it can be envisaged the usage
of other tools dealing with image forgery detection.

5 Modules integration
The Secure! framework is built on a distributed architecture in which the various modules
(services) run on different server machines, often geographically distributed.
Furthermore, such modules presents diverse operational features in terms of input/output
resources and, mainly, in terms of computational time; this last necessity has determined
that some of them work synchronously but others need to perform asynchronously. Such a
specificity reflects on the way the interfacing among modules takes place and, above all, on
how different processing events are managed. The dialogue among all the blocks happen via
RESTful (REpresentational State Transfer) web services over HTTP and the data are serialized in JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) format. An example of a JSON file, extracted at
the output of Logo Detection Component, is presented in Fig. 2. The JSON file contains the
object processingResult which represents the result obtained by applying the specific processing module (in this case the Logo Detection Component) onto the InputImage whose
resource is located at the indicated link. Some properties, such as “credibility” were already
valued at “true” by the previous service Resource Credibility Evaluator and others, such as
“atTime”, are instead valued by the process itself. The outputs of the service are provided
in OutputImage which basically contains the result image as a linked resource, the objects
entities and classified that add additional metadata, specifically, in this case, the description
of the group or party connected to the detected logo and the indication of the service for
logo recognition.

6 The case study
In this Section, one of the various case studies which have been taken into account by
the Secure! project to test and evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed architecture is
presented to demonstrate how the whole procedure flows. The considered circumstance
concerns a political opposition manifestation which has been held in Rome on February 28th
2015 and organized by the right party of Lega-Nord together with the movement CasaPound
against the Italian Government.2 Furthermore, the situation was potentially high risky also
because another manifestation of opposite political extraction was supposed to take place at
the same time. The Secure! architecture effectiveness has been tested by gathering different
information coming from various media sources trying to understand if the system was
able to make a reliable assessment of the happening event. In particular, more significant
results have been obtained by analyzing what happened on the social network Twitter in a
defined time period and correlating them with the digital photos appeared both on the web
(e.g. web sites of italian newspapers) and attached to the selected tweets. In this case, the

2 www.repubblica.it/politica/2015/02/28/news/lega

-108382515/
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Fig. 2 JSON serialized data file
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event extraction procedure has mainly involved the components Social Network Analysis
and Image Processing for tweets and image content check-out respectively. The Twitter
analysis, based on trend identification through semantic text classification, has permitted to
collect 5968 tweets on February 28th 2015 which have been successively searched for the
presence of pre-defined keywords and hashtags crucial for the Secure! project application
scenarios. For instance, the hashtag #RENZIACASA(#RENZIGOHOME), among others,
has been used, in this phase, to collect all the tweets related to the manifestation. The whole
bunch of harvested tweets have been sent as input to the Twitter Event Producer (TEP)
component which is in charge of determining if a specific event, according to a pre-defined
set of category events, is detected or not. The TEP component performs the grammatical
analysis of tweet texts and produces a set of classified words (verbs, nouns, dates and places
belonging to Secure! domain). These words are used to: i) detect the event category, ii)
locate the event in space and time (finding relevant dates and places in tweets). In this case
31 events have been recognized as belonging to 7 categories whose histogram is pictured
in Fig. 3; it can be pointed out that, by referring to the ground truth, most of the detected
events are actually individuated as correct (red columns in Fig. 3).
On the other side, digital photos appeared on the web or attached to some of the selected
tweets associated to the Manifestation and Crowding clusters have been downloaded and
processed by two analysis tools of the Secure! Framework. It is important to point out that
the images under analysis are associated to trusted tweets and reliable web sites. It could
be imagined that such images could also come from the Secure! crowdsourcing mobile
applications acquired by users registered to the Secure! system. First of all, the images
have to overcome the authenticity check performed by means of the Resource Credibility
Evaluator tool which is contained within the Security Privacy Trust Management module.
The Resource Credibility Evaluator tool is equipped with image forensic instruments which
looks for possible manipulations and anomalies throughout the image itself: if this is the
case, such an image is discarded (Fig. 4).

Fig. 3 Histogram of the detected event categories on February 28th 2015. Detected events (blue columns)
and correct ones (red columns)
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Fig. 4 GPS localization of the manifestation

If the image is validated, then its content is investigated by the other tools of the Secure!
Framework; in particular, in this case, the Logo Recognition tool (contained within the
Image Processing component) has been involved to reveal the presence of symbols having as
reference a pre-defined database containing logos (different versions of them) pertinent with
the Secure! application scenarios (e.g. political movements, extremist associations, etc.). In
Fig. 5, an example of a selected tweet with an attached image containing a logo together
with the detection result is pictured. Some of the images are then geo-localized around
Piazza del Popolo, Roma where the manifestation had actually taken place (see Fig. 4).
In Fig. 6, some of the results obtained by the Logo Recognition tool on the processed
images are presented. The output of the tool clearly highlights that in some of the images
the logos of Lega Nord and CasaPound are well identified as expected. The logo of the
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Fig. 5 A trusted tweet of the Manifestation cluster with attached images (top) and detected logo (bottom)

Fig. 6 Detected logos of political movements and parties
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movements supporting the Lega Nord leader Matteo Salvini (Noi con Salvini) and CasaPound such as Sovranità are detected as well (in the bottom of Fig. 6). Finally, the whole
system has been able to create what is defined as the Secure! Situational Picture by integrating some complex events, both derived from Twitter and eventually generated from
crowd-mobile apps, with the identification of the kinds of involved movements, derived
from images appeared on the web and on social networks.

7 Conclusions
The paper has introduced the logical architecture developed within the Secure! project and
some of its main component modules have been described; specific focus have been dedicated to the integration issues of the diverse implemented functionality. So one of the
main goals of the project is achieved, i.e. creating an innovative platform by defining integration mechanisms among diverse technological tools; most of them are state of the art
tools but others are still prototypes, though promising and well-performing, obtained from
basic research activities. Furthermore a solution regarding how to effectively manage large
amount of different data (coming from Internet, sensors and so on) and identify new ways
to analyze different kinds of unstructured information is given. In fact, the challenge with
Secure! project was related to the unstructured nature of the information in input to the system, because this issue makes difficult to categorize, model and map the data when it is
captured and stored. The problem is made worst by the fact that the data normally comes
from external sources, whose reliability is often extremely complicated to be confirmed.
Therefore these issues are tackled by the proposed infrastructure that is especially suited to
analyze web browsing patterns, tweets and transit movements, to predict behaviour and to
extract additional hidden information to support activities such as event assessment and critical situation prevision. This is done paying specific attention to the reliability of the data
and giving a measure of trustworthiness of the produced answer of the system. One significant case-study, related to the manifestation happened on February 28th 2015 in Rome,
has been presented to demonstrate how the whole procedure takes place and to show the
potentiality of the entire infrastructure.
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Appendix: Definition of terms
The term event is defined as “an occurrence within a particular system or domain; it is
something that has happened, or is contemplated as having happened in that domain” [10].
In the Secure! project this definition considers those events that happen in the real world
and are represented in computing systems through structured information. Hence, in the
Secure! project, each event contains the texture description of the real event, the time/space
(when/where it happened), the entity involved and the source that generated it. For sake of
clarity we define the terms micro-event, complex-event and situation. The term micro-event
refers to a simple real event involving one entity only (e.g., people, fire presence, logo recognition, weapon detection) that could be critical or not, therefore the framework needs to
analyze it in detail by using other available information. On the other hand, complex-events
are the aggregation, correlation and integration result of the information contained in a set
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of micro-events which are correlated by spatial, temporal and causal relations defined by
correlation rules. A complex-event suggests a situation in progress or a part of it (e.g., people demonstration with the presence of crowd and police, vandalism smearing monuments).
In the Secure! project complex-events have been classified through an event taxonomy1 .
With the term situation, as defined in [1], we intend “one or more complex-event occurrence that might require a reaction”. When a critical situation happens a number of specific
complex-events occur, the commixture and the correlation of them identifies the specific situation in progress requiring appropriate reactions, for example providing first aid or police
intervention.
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